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DO IT YOURSELF
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Doll Styling
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Creative play endows children with a world they can experience in active role-play only. Even more so they can assimilate all the impressions they have daily. The neutral look of our Götz girls and babies allows the child to interpret any emotion, like joy, sorrow or affection – they can feel understood.

Deliberately abstaining from electronic functions, fantasy can unfold boundlessly. Redundant amenities are reduced, the child can concentrate on play completely. Cognitive abilities such as learning, thinking, empathizing or memory are stimulated, as well as creativity and fine motor skills, thanks to endless variation and detail. Motor skills are also promoted through playing with the dolls.

Sincerely yours, The Götz Family
LOVELY Girls

LITTLE KIDZ
I am 36 cm/14” tall and posable with 9 joints.

JUST LIKE ME
I am 27 cm/10.5” tall & you can find me in your hair & eyecolor.

HANNAH
I am a 50 cm/19.5” tall hand-crafted doll with certificate.

PRECIOUS DAY GIRL
I am 46 cm/18” tall with a soft jointed body.

BABY PURE LINA
I am 33 cm/13” tall & made of 100% natural rubber & I am organic. I have painted eyes.

SWEET Babies

BABY PURE
I am 35 cm/13” tall, wearing clothing from organic fabrics. I have painted eyes & I am machine washable & can go into the dryer.

MUFFIN
I come in three sizes Mini Muffin 22 cm/8”, Muffin 35 cm/13” and Maxy Muffin 42 cm/16.5”.
My eyes open & close, only my little sister has painted eyes. We have a cuddly soft body to be dressed & undressed with ease.

AQUINI
I come in two sizes 33 cm/13” and 42 cm/16.5” with sleepeyes or painted eyes. I am a hard bodied bathbaby. I can drink und use my potty. I am completely sealed. My big sibling Maxy Aquini 42 cm/16.5” tall can have a bath and can open and close it’s eyes.

COOKIE
I am 48 cm/19” tall and have a soft body with joints. My eyes open & close. I am machine washable and can go into the dryer.

BABY PURE LINA
I am 33 cm/13” tall & made of 100% natural rubber & I am organic. I have painted eyes.

HAPPY KIDZ
I am a 50 cm/19.5” tall handcrafted doll & fully posable with 9 joints.

BABY PURE
I am 35 cm/13” tall, wearing clothing from organic fabrics. I have painted eyes & I am machine washable & can go into the dryer.

COSY AQUINI
I am a 33 cm/13” tall bathing baby with a cuddly soft body & sleepeyes. I will not drown and dry in a wink. My little friends Mini Muffins are just smaller 22 cm/8” and have painted eyes.

BABY PURE LINA
I am 33 cm/13” tall & made of 100% natural rubber & I am organic. I have painted eyes.
Want to join in? Watch the yoga video.

The cool Götz yoga dice helps with the asanas. Just throw it and practice the asana the dice shows.

With the yoga alphabet you can practice your favorite letters or even complete words.

Your doll is extremely posable & can practice yoga with you - try it - maybe your parents join in as well.

Cool! All of this belongs to the doll.

Namaste

_origins in India and translates into “I bow to you”

_LITTLE KIDZ „LOTTA“ | 21 11022 36 cm_
FOR STRONG GIRLS

**DANCING IS STRENGTH**

1. HANNAH AT THE BALLET | 13 59067 30 cm
2. HANNAH AT THE BALLET | 11 59850 50 cm
3. HAPPY KIDZ „SOPHIE“ | 13 66015 30 cm
4. HANNAH AT THE BALLET | 11 59451 50 cm

- 34 01076 45-50 cm
- 34 02299 45-50 cm
- 34 02885 42-50 cm, 34 01406 36, 42-50 cm
- 34 01145 Hairstyling set
- 34 02636 50 x 27 cm without doll

- 34 03062 27-30, 36 cm, 34 01777 42-50 cm
- 34 03074 42-50 cm
- 34 02277 45-50 cm

- 34 03054 45-50 cm
- 34 02543 27-33 cm, 34 02544 42-50 cm
- 34 02156 45-50 cm
Did you know?
Roleplay helps your children to assimilate their daily impressions and their fantasy is inspired.

Disguising is the best thing. You are your own masquerade artist.

Roleplay helps your children to assimilate their daily impressions and their fantasy is inspired.

Let's play masquerade!
Here you will find inspiration to masquerade and tinker.

What would you like to be today?
Be with your doll whatever you wish.
A princess, a lovely fairy, a jolly cat...

Cool! This fashion comes with the doll!

JUST LIKE ME „PRINCESS CHLOE“
17 13029 27 cm

HANNAH PRINCESS
13 59072 50 cm
You can watch the corresponding video here.

Cool! All of this is included!

Pretty cool the sunglasses.

Great glitter stickers for the hair.

Cute hairband with colorful bobbles.

Tada! Mini Me

Headbow for you and your doll!
#goetz4you

HANNAH BE MY MINI ME
21 59096 50 cm

34 03170
27, 30-33, 42-50 cm

You can watch the corresponding video here.

Cool! All of this is included!

Pretty cool the sunglasses.

Great glitter stickers for the hair.

Cute hairband with colorful bobbles.

Tada! Mini Me

Headbow for you and your doll!
#goetz4you

HANNAH BE MY MINI ME
21 59096 50 cm

34 03170
27, 30-33, 42-50 cm
Our story starts with Emma. Emma is a girl like you and me. Emma enjoys to play with her toy, visits the playground with mum or dad and loves to dream in her own world of fantasy. But sometimes Emma feels strange. She feels unlike her friends. She thinks differently about some things, and acts unlike her friends.

But you know what? This is not being unlike – but being unique. Every human is unique. You as well! Be happy about yourself! You are wonderful. Just like Emma, you are a strong and unique child.

Always believe in yourself.
The rainbow contains of 7 colors: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and purple.

Simply cut a paperplate in the middle and cut out a semi-circle.

Color the paperplate to a rainbow. We chose the original rainbow shades, be free and choose colors to you liking.

Shape cotton wool to little clouds and glue those onto the rainbow plate. Cut crepe paper into streaks and glue the upper edges onto the back of your paperplate finish to have them hanging down. Push two holes on the upper edge of your plate and pull a ribbon through for a hanging. Tada your rainbow room decoration is finished.

More to tinker you can find on goetz-puppen.de/en/painting-und-puzzles.html

Show color on instagram! #goetz4you
Spring time is tidy up time

Do you know our spotify playlist?

1.
Listening to music when you tidy up your room makes it so much better and you can dance as well. To tidy up is good for your soul and happiness so you can play creative again.

2.
Sort your belongings by color, shape or size. You will see clearing up can be great fun.

3.
Having finished you will find the one or other piece you do not need anymore. Make a gift to friends or other kids.

THIS IS fun
Did you know?
The sun is good for us, nevertheless we need to shelter our skin from too much sun. Sunhats, sunglasses, suncreme and sunshade are not only stylish but also essential companions during summer.

SUMMERSET

| 34 01754 | 34 03220 | 45-50 cm | 42-50 cm | 34 03176 | 34 03294 | 34 02884 | 42-46 cm |
| 34 03276 | 45-50 cm | 34 02849 | 45-50 cm | 34 03173 | 30-33 cm | 34 03272 | 45-50 cm | 34 02719 | 42-50 cm |
| 34 02089 | 34 03254 | 30-36 cm | 34 02908 | 30-36 cm | 34 02909 | 42-50 cm | 34 02296 | 42-50 cm |
| 34 03292 | 30-33 cm |
Water is more precious than gems, for without water there is no living. So we need to take care to not waste water!
With my cute water bug we both can play.

1. Switch off the shower when shampooing your body or hair.

2. Use a toothbrush cup when brushing your teeth. This way you don’t have to let the water run while you brush.

3. Water your plants with rainwater. Just put a pot outside to collect water when it is raining. Tada you do not need drinking water to pamper your plants.
To protect and help our climate not only a green meadow is needed. Bugs, bees and flowers are a must. To shelter our colorful nature, insects are essential. Solely those little gritters can make the meadow shine in the colors we all love so much. Therefore we need to protect and care about our nature. Did you paint a flower before or may be you have a dress or shirt with flowers. Have a look and dress like Elisabeth.
**Did you know?**

Bees and bugs are important helpers in nature. We support the project Klimawiese with our bee products. Find out more: www.klimawiese.de
Did you know?
Just a few outfits can be mixed and matched to many more stylings. Your own creativity shows you how?

Cool! All included with Hannah!
Fresh, healthy & yummy

Cheers you up, detoxes you body, and shelters from inflammation.

Keep fit for your heart, supports your memory and makes wounds heal in a wink.

There is no better vitamin supply for vitamin C, B6, A, E and so many more – pure health!

Let you sleep sweet and sound, shelter from bacteria and keep your teeth in great shape.
Dolls ARE NOT A girl thing
Autumn

Equestrian, Tinker, Crayon

HAPPY KIDZ „KATIE“ | 21 66177 50 cm
Horses are vegetarians. They love to snack apples and carrots.
White horses are born with dark fur. During growing up they turn white which can take from 2 to 12 years.

Cool! This outfit comes with your doll!

Brush comes with your horse whoopie!

Cool! This outfit comes with your doll!
More to tinker you can find on goetz-puppen.de/en/painting-und-puzzles.html

Let your parents crack the nut to get real halves. Paint them white to have bright colors when decorated. Oh by the way – you do not have walnuts – stones will do as well.

Then color your whitened shells or stones with the chosen color of your animal. Hedgehogs are brown, rabbits can be pink or the frog in green. Make sure the color is dried of.

Now it is time for details. Add eyes patterns and face. There is no limitation to your creativity.
Did you ever collect rain – just hold your cup into the rain – holding it underneath the drip rail is even faster – you can water your plants with it!

Collect rain?

Share with us your autumn ideas on Instagram!

#goetz4you
Did you know?

190 years ago mankind thought to cast out evil spirits with pumpkin faces. There are no evil spirits but the funny pumpkin faces do exist.

More to tinker you can find on goetz-puppen.de/en/painting-und-puzzles.html
It is autumn. The hedgehog goes for a walk, when he met a hare. The hare asks: “Why are you awake so early?” The hedgehog replies: “I am going for a walk.” The hare laughs and says: “Those squiggly legs cannot go for a walk.” The hedgehog is very upset and replies: “Well that can be put to a test. I wager that if we run a race, I will outstrip you.” The hare smiles and thinks: “The hedgehog cannot be faster with his squiggly legs.” They arrange to meet. In the meantime the hedgehog talks to his hedgehog wife: “Do you see this field. This is where we will compete. You wait for the hare in the furrow there.” Ready steady go! The hare starts running. Whereas the hedgehog just goes three steps and hides. The hare reaches the finish. Spotting the hare the hedgehog wife shouts: “I am here already!” The hare is astonished and thinks: “This is impossible!” The hedgehog is pleased. He won the wager. With his wife they make their way home happily.

And the learning is: Never think you are better, everybody is special in his/her own way.
Cool! All of this belongs to the doll!
Most warmth we lose through our head, so never leave home without your hat.

During winter it is best to wear several layers. This keeps you warm & cosy.

Be cuddly

During winter it is best to wear several layers. This keeps you warm & cosy.
Take care

Watch our baby care video.
If your doll does not feel well you can help her with our natural remedies, to play and laugh together again pretty soon. If your doll is really sick sister Ella will help in our doll hospital.

**Get well dearest doll friend**

Onions are the best remedies when ears hurt!

Ginger helps against coughing!

Makes fever fade away!

I am sister Ella and help your doll

Here your sick doll will be helped [www.goetz-puppen.de/puppenklinik](http://www.goetz-puppen.de/puppenklinik)

GRANDMA’S HOMESPUN REMEDIES

**Your care booklet**
Giving a gift is not the easiest thing in the world - that's something parents learn quickly and sometimes painfully. Not everything that mum and dad or grandma and grandpa think is great also finds a place in the little ones' hearts. Give sensibly is the motto and do not give too much. The latter overwhelms us faster than we can breathe. Also, the gifts, should inspire creativity, cognitive thinking or even motor skills. Wish lists are a good help here for all gift-givers. Ask the child and think together with the little ones what would really be a great gift and what would be appropriate right now. Order our magazine with our wish for stickers or create a wishlist online. Have a look with your child and you will find many wishes for birthday, christmas or other occasions. This is how you create a world of play at home, which really allows creative play, is sensible and fun!

Wrapped sustainably - it can be used in many ways - nothing goes to the bin.

MAXY MUFFIN | 15 27979 42 cm
This is how your baby feels cuddly

Rocking the pram relaxes. Your baby will sleep sweet and sound.
Create your very own X-mas card

First you cut a pattern. Take strong paper and carefully cut out a star shape or a Christmas tree.

Put the pattern onto your card and color around the edges of your shape or color the shape. Remove the pattern - Tada you created a wonderful X-mas card.

Tip: This also works for other shapes to create birthday cards, invitations or thank you cards!
Dress to Impress

1. 34 02881 45-50 cm
2. 34 03019 45-50 cm
3. 34 03477 36 cm
4. 34 03475 42-50 cm
5. 34 03481 42-50 cm
6. 34 02940 30-33 cm
7. 34 02715 42-50 cm
8. 34 02939 36 cm
9. 34 02715 42-50 cm
10. 34 02921 42-50 cm
11. 34 03183 36 cm
12. 34 03082 45-50 cm

34 02980 42-50 cm

34 03032 45-50 cm
34 03032 45-50 cm
34 03030 45-50 cm
34 03247 36 cm
34 02714 42-50 cm
34 02715 42-50 cm
34 02715 42-50 cm
34 03045 42-50 cm

water based cosmetics for children

Götz Snails
Dress Impress

34 02259
50
50 cm
34 02275
27, 36, 45-50 cm
17 92055
34 03282 45-50 cm
For we give your child the possibility to conjure up a very own world, in which it becomes the inventor of its own play stories. We wish to support free and inventive play to the maximum. Therefore your child will never be bored. Our dolls' neutral expression enables your child to feel understood during play in any mood.

Do encourage fantasy

For your child's motor skills will be enhanced and strengthened by playing such as dress & undress the dolls fashion. Our world of dolls is created according to different development stages of your child. The loving details such as sleepy eyes or drink & wet functions, as well as the possibility of bathing with bathing babies make our dolls become real playmates. The Götz doll can accompany in any occasion.

Do support development

For their high quality they are extremely durable and can be passed on over generations. We also fix our dolls! Blemish, an illness or other injuries, we take care of in our Götz doll hospital. We offer accessories to accompany and support your child during important development stages. The first time riding a bicycle on its own with the doll in the bicycle seat. As a doll mum/dad your child is now responsible for the well being of her/his dollchild. This does build self-confidence.

Are changeable

Are real playmates

Are sustainable

Enhance self-esteem

Little hint: Just watch your child when playing and you will be amazed what you learn about your little darling!
YOU WISH FOR...
more dolls?
more inspiration?
more doll fashion?
more tinker fun?

visit us on our webpage
www.goetz-puppen.de
Here you will find our world of dolls packed with dolls, stylish doll fashion, tinker fun, recipes, coloring patterns.

Get creative and have fun!
Your Götz Family

Follow us on
Instagram: goetz_puppen
Youtube: Götz Puppenmanufaktur Int. Gmbh
www.goetz-puppen.de

On Instagram we post regularly news from the Götz world of dolls!
#goetz4you

How many rabbits did you spot?

More to tinker you can find on goetz-puppen.de/en/painting-und-puzzles.html